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Beekeeping in Switzerland
Hans-Ulrich Thomas and Peter Gallmann
A look at present day research and beekeeping in Switzerland.

Rain Proofing Behaviour of Apis jlorea and Apis andrenijormis
Ratna Thapa
How the small honey bee copes with tropical rain.

The Future Of Beekeeping?
Daniel Basterfield
The second part of a thought provoking article which looks at possibilities
ahead.

Beekeeping In Adjumani District, Uganda
Moses Chemurot
A look at hives, management and gender issues as beekeeping moves
from traditional to more modern methods.

The Appliance Of Science
What Future for Stingless Bees?
Norman Carreck
IBRAScience Director takes a look at current issues in beekeeping.

Editor's Foraging Flights
Richard Jones
Reports on some international beekeeping events.

A View From Across The Pond
Whither Science: Basic Or Applied
Keith Delaplane
A trans-Atlantic and personal perspective on science and beekeeping.

Collection of Vertebrate Faeces By The Orchid Bee Eulaema
cingulata Fabricius
Oliver Prys-Jones
In one of those unique chance opportunities the author observes in
detail a rarely, if ever, recorded activity of this elusive Central
American bee.

Museum Musings
Sarah Jones
The development of protective clothing.

Plants for Bees
Usman H Dukku
This is an occasional series which looks at plant bee relationships The
species considered here is Delonix regia.
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Front Cover: A commercial apiary that does not forget the traditional roots of
beekeeping near Strofe, south east Poland. Photo: Jane Jones
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